Exhibit #3

Chair, shadows on the porch,
Crow in the shadow:

Heckler, Pompositea, Phoenix, Time-traveler;
Memories of flight,
The weaving possibilities

Weaving the Americas:
First People, Beginnings, Contact, Resistance.

Crow in the shadow:
Spirit-Universal, Whistleblower, Techno-Windigo,
Present day beauty of the past,

The real flowers of this painful world
Everlast.

It was never about playing cowboys and Indians.
Shooting Geronimo,
They dressed for the occasion.

Red Moon, White Circle,
Two guys growing apart.

Crow in the shadow,
Ancestor
They dressed for the occasion:

Haute couture hood,
Rabbit fur purse,

Spider bracelet,
Power peyote stitch iPad holder,
Stars in her hair-

Kiss the sky, Bitch-Bark
She Devil.

Out of the woodlands, dancing quails,
Hands of the real people,
The weaving possibilities:

The past, present, and future
Become stone,
Cell,
Many horizons
Plum crazy.

Red Moon, White Circle,
Re-appropriating the wheel,

Disney,
Educational genocide,
The real flowers of this painful world,

Changes
Weaving the Americas.

Treaty Indian,
Constructed Indian,
New Indian,

Crows in Winter,
They dressed for the occasion:

Mohawk Headdress, Crazy Horse War Bonnett,
Mohawk Ironworker’s Hard Hat,
Bandolier.

It was never about playing cowboys and Indians,
Leap frog.

Emergence of a legend, quiver.
Bear-man, Wise Ass, Knucklehead,
They dressed for the occasion.

Crow in the shadow, Spring-Spirit,
Paddling the Ottawa to Kanata,

Cereal Box Canoe
Flying Mohawk Pizza Co. flag,
Portaging Rideau,

Weaving the Americas
Untitled (Landscape)-

Earth, water, sky;
It was never about playing cowboys and Indians,
They faced their homes to the west and put up fences.
Two guys growing apart,
Putting the pieces together.

Crow in the shadow,
Shadows on the porch,
Chair.
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